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Back to Business
The world of work is reopening.
Are you keeping tabs on it?
Summer’s over, and we’re back at buying books,
sharpening pencils, and building forms again. Wait, you
too? Then let us make it easy as 1-2-3 to stay on top of
things – so many things! – for you, too!
Simply create a free account with us and, if you like it,
get a massive 40% discount when you upgrade
upgrade.

Create a free account

Hurry up, offer expires in
9

13

days

hours

20

42

minutes

seconds

We can help
We’re Znally coming back to the world of work, but
that doesn’t mean we’re Znding it just as we’ve left it.
Markets have changed, people have changed, and we
all need to re-adapt our strategies. One thing that
hasn’t changed, though?
The most important responsibility of marketing
departments across the globe: generating new leads.
Staying on top of every platform, tool, and data
source is hard work, and that’s exactly why we want
to talk to you about it.

Stop importing &
exporting data

Put ultra-complicated
products aside

Reduce the number of
tools you need

Finding one form builder for all

We don’t like that either, so we

Tools all over the screen – and

your needs isn’t easy, we’ve heard.

designed a product that’s actually

Although, we do make it easy as 1-

easy to use. No faOng about

2-3, so we don’t know what they’re

looking for the best option. It’s

talking about...

right in front of you.

possibly on multiple screens? It’s
not visually pleasing at all, we
know that. That’s why we’ve rolled
it all into one. Just one.

Create a Free Account
See for yourself if our product is a good match for your business’ needs with a free account. Then, when you’re
ready for the next step, simply add our discount code – the one that gets you a massive 40% discount on
monthly and yearly plans – when you upgrade, and you’re all set!

Create a free account

Use code: Back2Business
* Offer expires October 1st

Better together
123 Form Builder integrates with more of the tools you
use than any other online form solution. Finally, no more
time spent exporting and importing, downloading
endless CSVs and manually entering data.

GDPR ready. HIPAA Compliant.
Looking to protect your customers? Us, too. We put your
privacy Zrst. Access multiple security methods and
types of compliance, and get peace of mind and
complete control over your customer data storage.

Create ANY form, for ANY need.
Search from over 1,900+ templates, for free. When
you’ve made up your mind that we are the only form
builder for you, simply upgrade and say your goodbyes
to unbranded forms! We bet you never liked them,
anyway.

Testimonials

With 123, it is easy to build
beautiful forms.

Before 123, our forms didn’t
allow this much
customization.

It’s easy for staff to create
forms that collect the exact
information we need.

Peter Rudd

Allison Yacht

Nelson Grillo AVP

CRM Manager, European Tour

Founder, Bravehoods

CRM Manager, European Tour
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